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The late 1960s and early 1970s saw the emergence of a new literature that
established the "comparative method" as a fundamental component of the com-
parative politics enterprise. Comparative method was viewed as the systematic
analysis of a relatively small number of cases (i.e., a ,,small n',), andwas under-
stood in contrast to the statistical, experimental, and case-sfudy methods.

A quarter of a cenfury later, we are now in the midst of a major new round of
debates on this branch of methodology, and I wish to use my first letter from the
president to make some observations about these debates. I focus here on what
may be thought of as the division of labor in comparative politics between the
comparative method and the statistical method, and also on the issue of concepfual
validity, a long-standing concern of the comparative method. I will refer in my
discussion to six articles in this issue of the ltlewsletter thatreflect important facets
of these debates.

Comparative Method vis-d-vis Statistical Method
How should we understand the role of the comparative method in relation to

the statistical method? One view was offered in Arend Lijphart's seminal article on
"comparative Politics and the comparative Method" (ApsR, lgTI). Lijphart in
effect saw the comparative method as a way station, at which analysts may srop ro
carry out initial tests of important hypotheses. Later, after scholars have done the
hard work to create more sophisticated data sets, they should move on to research
designs based on stronger empirical tests, utilizing the statistical method. Accord-
ing to this initial formulation of Lijphart's view, the comparative method should play
an important, but perhaps transitional, role within any given substantive area of
research.

Given that many scholars believe that the statistical method is "obviously,,a
stronger approach, it is important to emphasize that Lijphart subsequently called
attention to strengths and weaknesses of both the comparative and ihe statistical
method. He underscored, among other things, the advantages of the comparative
method in dealing with problems of concepfual validity, suggesting that perhaps we
need to think of the comparative method as more than just u *uy station.

In that spirit, I view the comparative method as an important approach in its
own right, one that is not limited to transitional or exploratory work. Within the field
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of comparative politics, it remains a cen-
tral methodology which scholars employ
to accomplish important analytic tasks,
and to which they periodically return,
even at more "advanced" stages of re-
search.

The cycle of returning to the com-
parative method takes various forms.
First, it can be seen in the evolution of
research on specific substantive topics.
In a given area ofsfudy, a phase ofre-
search based on statistical analysis may
be followed, rather than preceded, by
a phase in which small-n comparison
adds crucial insights. Scholars routinely
go back to a small number of cases to
assess the validity of conceptualization
and measurement, as well as to refine
causal inferences. Thus, small-n analy-

sis has an important role to play, even
when data for large-n studies are avail-
able.

A recent example of this sequence
is found in the democratic peace litera-
fure, which analyzes the apparent ten-
dency of democratic countries to go to
war less frequently, at least with one
another. The Bennett and George article
below argues that an initial phase in this
literature based on statistical analysis has
been complemented by subsequent work
in the comparative case-study tradition.
Another example is found in the litera-
ture on the polit ical economy of ad-
vanced industrial societies, in which a

central goal has been to evaluate politi-

cal explanations of national economic
performance. In these studies, follow-
ing an expansion of the n and a shift to
more complex statistical modeling based
on pooled time-series cross-section data,
concern has subsequent ly been ex-
pressed about the reliability of causal
inferences drawn from this type of data.
One possible route to follow in light of

this concern is a new iteration of small-
n research.

The recurring importance of the
comparative method is also evident in the
traj ectory of methodological discussions.
In debates of the 1990s on the relation-
ship between quantitative and qualitative
research, scholars have repeatedly gone

back to insights drawn from the com-
parative method. The contributions be-
low by Charles Ragin, John Stephens,
and Timothy McKeown reflect these
debates. Ragin compares the approach
to causal assessment adopted by the
comparative method with that of the sta-
tistical method. He highlights the prob-

lem of establishing "sufficient" causes
and argues that this type of causation is
more effectively analyzed by a new ap-
proach to the comparative method -

based on"fuzzy logic" - than by statisti-
cal analysis. Stephens shows how the
comparative method and the statistical
method deal with the small-ze problem,

Galton's problem, and the "black box"
problem, offering the interesting obser-
vation that these two methods can suf-
fer from similar dilemmas of indetermi-
nacy in causal inference. McKeown
adopts a different point of departure
within the spectrum of methodologies,
focusing on how causal inferences can
be constructed on the basis of evidence
and hypotheses derived from a single
case. He contrasts this case-based ap-
proach with the statistical approach to
causal inference, and his contribution
serves as a useful reminder of the de-
gree to which comparative work ulti-
mately rests on the meticulous interpre-
tation of individual cases.

A return to the comparative method
is likewise seen in the trajectory some
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times followed by specific research
proj ects undertaken by individual schol-

ars. Within a given study, a scholar fo-

cused on a small number of cases - for

example, a limited number of national
political regimes - may supplement the

small-n comparative analysis of national

units with further analysis focused within

each country, based on a large n. Such

within-case assessment might involve,

for instance, analysis of public opinion

data, national budgets, or other kinds of

within-nation data that entail a large num-

ber of observations. However, to the

extent that the goal is to bring explana-

tory insights from the within-case analy-

sis back up to the level of the national

political regimes that were the initial fo-

cus of concern, this ultimately remains a

small-N analysis. Hence, the scholarwill

return to the comparative method in the

final stage of the sfudy.
Finally, the recurring importance of

the comparative method is evident not

only among scholars pursuing alternative

methodologies, but also among analysts

using diverse theoretical tools. For ex-

ample, the forthcoming book sufirma-

rizedbelow by Peterson and Bowen in-

cludes five chapters in which game theo-

rists test their models using carefully

executed small-n comparisons.
To summarize, one sees not onlY

periodic movement away from the com-
parative method, but also periodic move-

ment back to it. Let me explore this

theme further with reference to the is-

sue of conceptual validity.

Conceptual Vulidity
Conceptual validity is an abiding is-

sue in comparative research. The con-

cern with validity is animated in part by

a recognition of the trade-off between

1) the drive to extend our theories and

hypotheses to a larger number of cases,

and2) the problem that ifwe extend them

too far, conceptual stretching may oc-

cur, in that our concepts no longer val-

idly fit our observations. This concern

likewise derives from a fundamental pre-

occupation of many small-n analysts:

they worry that indicators employed in

large-n cross-national research fre-
quently fail to measure the concepts they
purport to measure. Whatever vision one

may have of the "scientific" stafus of

comparative politics, this vision must in-

clude a central concern with validity. A

focus on conceptual validity, correspond-
ingly, has a prominent place in writing

on comparative method. Major state-

ments in the 1970s include Sartori 's
analysis of conceptual stretching in "Con-

cept Misformation in Comparative Poli-

tics" (,4PSR, 197 0),and Przeworski and

Teune's recommendations tn The Logic

of Comparative Social Inquiry (Wiley,

1970) for adapting measurement to spe-

cific contexts, including potentially the

use of what they call system-specific

indicators.
Recent work has refined these Per-

spectives in several ways. Charles Ragin

has developed an analysis that parallels

Sartori 's discussion of the intension
(meaning) and extension (domain of rel-

evant cases) of concepts. Ragin intro-

duces the label "double fitting" to char-

actertze the process ofmutual adjustment

between these two dimensions that of-

ten occurs in the course of concept for-

mation. Shifts in meaning (i.e., in the

definition of the concept) can push the

analyst to adjust the corresponding do-

main of cases, and shifts in the domain

of cases can necessitate an adjustment

in the meaning, so as to maintain con-

ceptual validity. Ragin suggests that in

much research, as this double fitting pro-

ceeds, the domain of cases under inves-

tigation may remain fluid during initial
phases of a sfudy. Thus, in a compara-

tive study of revolution, shifts in the defi-

nition of the main concept can dramati-

cally change the relevant domain of posi-

tive and negative cases. Such shifts like-

wise occur in the broader evolution of

scholarly research programs.

Given that establishing the domain

of relevant cases is an essential under-
pinning for addressing various method-

ological issues, it is productive to recog-

nize thatthis initial fluidity in defining this

domain does indeed occur in many stud-

ies. It is impossible, for example, to make

judgements about selection bias until the

domain of cases is established. A warn-

ing about another kind of bias is also

essential. This process of double fitting

should be used appropriately to refine

concepts, and not inappropriately to

come up with a set of cases that conve-

niently confirms the researcher's pre-

ferred hypothesis.
A further contribution by Ragin to

the discussion of validity is summarized
in his article below. In a notable depar-

ture from his earlier focus on the di-

chotomous variables employed in Bool-

ean algebra, he explores the possibility

that the logic of fuzzy sets may some-

t imes of fer  a more val id

operationahzation of our concepts than

does either dichotomous or quantitative

measurement.
Another aspect of validity, linked to

the idea of system-specific indicators,

is explored below by Locke and Thelen.

Whereas system-specific indicators

were originallyproposed as an approach

to quantitative comparison, these au-

thors suggest that scholars conducting

qualitative research at times must en-

gage in  a  para l le l  p rocess  o f

"contextu alized comparison. " Thus, to

generate conceptually equivalent obser-

vations in relation to a given concept, it

is sometimes necessary to focus on

what at a concrete level might be seen

as distinct types of phenomena. For ex-

ample, scholars who study national re-

sponses to external pressure for eco-

nomic decentralization and fl exibihzation

are sometimes concerned with identifz-

ing analytically equivalent "sticking

points" where sharp conflicts emerge

over this economic transformation. In

the domain of labor politics such con-

flicts ffi?y, in different countries, arise

over wage equity, hours of employment,

work-force reduction, or shop-floor re-

organization. The scholar must look at

these different domains to make ana-

lytically equivalent comparisons that

correspond to the concept of "sticking

point." Similarly, in Shaping the Politi-

cal  Arena (Pr inceton, l99I) ,  Ruth

Berins Collier and I applied the concept

of the "initial incorporation" ofthe labor



movement in a parallel manner, recog-

nizingthat analytically equivalent obs er-

vations linked to this concept entailed,

in concrete terms, somewhat distinct
phenomena in different countries.

Given the prominence of Przeworski

and Teune's proposal for system-spe-

cific indicators, it is curious that in the

intervening years this approach has not

been used more frequently. Locke and

T h e l e n ' s  e x a m p l e s  o f  c o m p a r i n g
" pnv atization" and " glob alizatio n" acro s s

the countries of Eastern Europe help to

clarifu this puzzle. These examples sug-
gest that comparativists who are closely

familiar with the contexts they are com-

paring may in fact routinely employ this

approach of contextu ahzedcomparison.
Yet they often do so instinctively, rather

than self-consciously. Following the

phrase of Moliere, it could be said that

comparativists are sometimes "speak-

ing prose" without recognizing it - i.e.,

carrying out contextualized comparison

without being explicit about it. Clearly, it

is preferable to make this practice ex-

plicit, and the Locke and Thelen article

should help push scholars to do so.

Effective use of double fitting and

contextualized comparison requires

careful attention to the strucfure of con-

cepts, to how concepts embodY mean-

ing, and to how scholars can most ef-

fectively use concepts in pursuit of their

analytic goals. The recent small-n and

case sfudy literafure on democratization

offers examples of both successes and

failures in the use of concepts. These

successes and failures arise in part out

of scholars' responses to two concep-

tual  chal lenges posed by the recent

world-wide wave of democratization.
Analysts seek both to increase analytic

differentiation in order to capture the

diverse forms of democracy that have

emerged, and also to avoid the concep-

tual stretching which arises when the

concept of democracy is applied to cases

for which, by relevant scholarly stan-

dards, it is not fully appropriate. A di-

lemma arises from the fact that efforts

to increase differentiation through intro-

ducing finer distinctions may produce

analytic categories that are more lul-

nerable to conceptual stretching.
Analysts have fine tuned their con-

cepts in many different ways as they
pursue these contending objectives, in-

cluding the creation of what may be

called "diminished" subtypes of democ-

racy. For example, the concept of "illib-

eral democracy" can serve to differen-

tiate cases where the protection of civil

liberties is seen as inadequate; and be-

cause it is a diminished subtype, it avoids

conceptual stretching by specifrcally not

making the claim that these are full in-

stances of democracy, which by stan-

dard definitions they clearly are not. In

the hands of careful, well-disciplined

scholars, such conceptual innovations

can yield better research.
However, this proliferation of con-

ceptual forms also has a down side. For

example, the literature on democratiza-

tion has spun out literally hundreds of

democratic subtypes, and too often these

subtypes either are not clearly defined,

or are not employed in a consistent man-

ner, or both. Consequently, any gains

that might be achieved in finer analytic

differentiation and/or improved concep-

fual validity may be cancelled out by the

resulting conceptual confusion. When

such confusion arises, it is essential for

scholars to engage in a self-conscious,

critical evaluation that systematically

appraises existing usage of concepts and

seeks to channel it in more productive

directions.
Researchers who work closely with

a small n are supposed to have the ad-

vantage o f  "knowing the i r  cases , "

thereby helping them to avoid the prob-

lems of validify that may arise for schol-

ars who are not as familiar with the con-

texts they are studying. Yet in addition

to knowing their cases, scholars need a

disciplined understanding of how to em-

ploy concepts, along with a firm grasp

of how to organize concepts into worth-

while theoretical arguments. The chal-

lenges of learning and teaching these

skills, as well as applying them effec-

tively in different substantive domains

of research, must be an abiding concern

in the field of comparative method.
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